
Except as expressly noted, the software available for download from this Project is licensed to you by QSS
under the QNX Non-Commercial End User License Agreement, Commercial Software License Agreement
(CSLA), or Partner Software License Agreement as applicable (see http://licensing.qnx.com/developer-licenses/
and the terms of your Foundry 27 Terms of Use / Membership Agreement at http://pegasus.ott.qnx.com/
download/download/16863/FTU-MA_001_Final_Sep7-07.pdf). QNX® Neutrino® Core Graphics and third
party components are provided to CSLA licensees solely for the purpose of internal evaluation and prototyping,
and external demonstration, unless you have or until you get the appropriate commercial license(s).

The Core Graphics project seeks to integrate a variety of commercially released and experimental QSS
proprietary, open source and third party technologies in order to deliver a broad range of graphics capabilities
to embedded developers. In order to develop, use and ship devices that offer such functionality it is necessary to
understand the various technology and content stakeholders and how to obtain the requisite intellectual property
license rights. This can be a complicated picture. It will depend on a number of factors, including the device’s
capabilities, its intended use(s), and the markets in which the device is to be manufactured, distributed and sold.

QNX publishes licensing information relating to commercially released components in its License Guide
(see QNX Neutrino Core Graphics at http://licensing.qnx.com/license-guide/). It is not intended to be a
comprehensive guide to graphics licensing. It does provide an explanation of the license rights being offered by
QSS, and other third party licensing considerations that QSS is aware of that may impact the development of
QNX Neutrino Core Graphics-based embedded devices.

The software may include encryption technology that may be controlled for import, export or other purposes
under the laws and regulations of various countries. This software may not be downloaded or transferred to: (i)
any country prohibited by United States and/or Canadian laws and regulations (presently Belarus, Cuba, Iran,
Iraq, Myanmar (Burma), North Korea, Sudan and Syria); (ii) any person or entity prohibited from receiving
United States and/or Canadian exports (including, but not limited to, those involved with missile technology
or nuclear, chemical or biological weapons); or (iii) any country which requires an import or use permit for
encryption technology unless the required import or use permit is obtained.

None of this information should be construed as legal advice. Customers must consult their own legal advisors
to determine and satisfy their own licensing obligations.
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